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a b s t r a c t

Point defects have a strong impact on the performance of semiconductor and insulator materials used
in technological applications, spanning microelectronics to energy conversion and storage. The nature
of the dominant defect types, how they vary with processing conditions, and their impact on materials
properties are central aspects that determine the performance of a material in a certain application.
This information is, however, difficult to access directly from experimental measurements. Consequently,
computational methods, based on electronic density functional theory (DFT), have found widespread use
in the calculation of point-defect properties. Here we have developed the Python Charged Defect Toolkit
(PyCDT) to expedite the setup and post-processing of defect calculations with widely used DFT software.
PyCDT has a user-friendly command-line interface and provides a direct interface with the Materials
Project database. This allows for setting upmany chargeddefect calculations for anymaterial of interest, as
well as post-processing and applying state-of-the-art electrostatic correction terms. Our paper serves as a
documentation for PyCDT, and demonstrates its use in an application to thewell-studied GaAs compound
semiconductor. We anticipate that the PyCDT code will be useful as a framework for undertaking readily
reproducible calculations of charged point-defect properties, and that it will provide a foundation for
automated, high-throughput calculations.
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Fig. 1. Intrinsic point defects (top: vacancy, intrinsic interstitialcy, antisite) and extrinsic point defects (bottom: substitution, extrinsic interstitialcy).

1. Introduction

Point defects in semiconductors and insulators govern a range ofmechanical, transport, electronic, and optoelectronic properties [1–5].
Due to the fact that the properties of these defects are difficult to characterize fully from experiment [5,6], computational tools have been
widely applied. Many applications such as lanthanide-doped scintillator materials [7,8], transparent conducting oxide materials [9–11],
photovoltaicmaterials [12,13], and new thermoelectricmaterials [14,15] have benefited from leveraging theory for calculating point defect
properties in next generation technologies.

For this reason, calculations using electronic density functional theory (DFT) have arisen as a reliable route to explore the dopability
of materials at the atomic scale [6,16–18]. However, two sources of error in the associated point defect calculations limit the application
of charged defect DFT efforts in a high-throughput framework. First, semi-local exchange–correlation approximations (e.g., generalized
gradient approximation (GGA)) can severely underestimate the band gap so that usage of post DFT methods becomes pivotal (e.g., GW
[19–21] and GGA+U methods [22,23], and hybrid functionals [24]). Second, applying periodic boundary conditions with finite sized
defect supercells to model point defects makes a defect interact with its own images [6,25], thus, causing departure from the key
assumption made in the dilute limit formation energy formalism [6,25]. In the case of charged point defects, the finite sized supercell
assumption also introduces the need for correcting the electrostatic potential [6,17]. Typically, the strongest defect–defect interaction
is the Coulomb interaction between charged point defects. Based on well-known scaling laws, these interactions were first treated with
computationally costly supercell scaling methods, which require multiple calculations for each defect [25]. A faster route to computing
defect formation energies became availablewith the development of a posteriori correctional techniques.While the a posteriori corrections
allow for fewer calculations to be performed, their usage requires experience in addressing issues arising from delocalization of the defect
wavefunction [17]. Furthermore, the calculations are often resource demanding and tedious because of the large number of pre- and
post-processing steps involved.

To address these problemswe have developed the Python ChargedDefects Toolkit (PyCDT), which enables expanded applications in the
context of materials discovery and design. Our python-based tools automate the setup and analysis of DFT calculations of isolated intrinsic
and extrinsic point defects (vacancies, antisites, substitutions, and interstitials) in semiconductors and insulators. While other efforts have
recently been made available with similar objectives [26–28], PyCDT is unique in its direct queries to the Materials Project [29] database
(expediting chemical potential and stability analysis for Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) GGA calculations) [30].

A central objective of defects modeling in non-metallic systems is determining the relative stability of different defect charge states.
PyCDT therefore implements the defect formation energy formalism reviewed in Sections 2.1–2.4. To minimize the errors in defect
formation energies arising from the periodic boundary conditions, PyCDT supports the commonly used correction scheme due to Freysoldt
et al. [31] and its extension to anisotropic systems by Kumagai and Oba [32] (Section 2.4). Our tools also include charge-state assignment
procedures developed on the basis of extensive literature data (Section 2.5) and an effective interstitial-finding algorithm [33] (Section 2.6).
Furthermore, PyCDT provides a user-friendly command-line interface that provides ready access to all tools. We demonstrate the setup
and analysis of the defect calculations from the command line in Section 3 using gallium arsenide (GaAs) as an example system and by
employing the widely-used Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [34,35] as a backend DFT software. In Section 4, we validate
the finite-size charge correction schemes implemented and verify the results obtained for GaAs. We emphasize that our approaches and
implementations are entirely general, thus, seamlessly facilitating extensions to other DFT packages.

2. Background and methods

In general, point defects can be divided into two categories: intrinsic and extrinsic [5]. Intrinsic (or native [5,6]) point defects (Fig. 1:
top) involve only chemical species that are part of the perfect bulk material (e.g., Si in silicon). For elemental materials, there are two basic
intrinsic defect types: vacancies (e.g., vacSi, denoting a vacancy on Si site) and self-interstitials (e.g., Sii). For compounds (e.g., GaAs), there
is an additional defect type: antisites (e.g., AsGa). Because intrinsic point defects are equilibrium defects due to configurational entropy,
they can be well described and their occurrence understood in the framework of equilibrium thermodynamics (formation energies, Ef,
used to predict equilibrium concentrations, c).

Extrinsic defects (Fig. 1: bottom),which are also referred to as impurities [5,6], introduce a foreign chemical species into the perfect bulk
material [1]. These include substitutional defects (e.g., MnGa) and extrinsic interstitials (e.g., Mni). We distinguish between extrinsic and
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intrinsic defects because impurities are often inserted on purpose (intentional doping) under well-defined conditions to achieve desired
material properties; in particular, electrical and optoelectronic properties [5]. The conditions under which extrinsic defects are inserted
(e.g., via implantation or quenching) often differ extremely from the thermodynamic equilibrium assumption made in the assessment of
intrinsic point defects. Despite the limited conceptual applicability, the thermodynamic framework still represents the most commonly
pursued route to assessing ‘‘dopability’’ of materials [6–15].

In contrast to metals, point defects in semiconductors and insulators can carry a charge [5] localized around the defect site. Physically,
these charged point defects introduce states within the band gap which can trap charge carriers (electrons and holes). Defect states that
are close to the band edges are able to ionize to create free carriers, while states that are deep in the gap lead to strong carrier trapping.
This may bewanted (e.g., in photovoltaics [13]) or not (e.g., solid-state electrolyte batteries [36]). Becausemany technological applications
use intentional doping to improve performance, knowledge of the capacity to dope a material (‘‘dopability’’) is desirable and motivates
the exploration of defect properties with theoretical methods.

2.1. Formalism for equilibrium point defects

The thermodynamics of point defects has been the subject of many excellent reviews (see, for example, Refs. [6,16,17] and references
therein), which have presented and discussed the underlying physics and properties in great detail. In the following sections, we focus
on describing the procedures implemented in PyCDT for computing quantities of interest for point defects (i.e., formation energies and
transition levels) with DFT calculations. The applications of the defect formalism to be described are limited by the intrinsic shortcomings
of DFT (e.g., the well-known underestimation of the band gap [17]).

There is a hierarchy of DFT-based methods that can be used within the defect formalism implemented by PyCDT. The simplest
approximation in DFT is the use of a semilocal functional (i.e., local-density approximation (LDA), GGA), which is computationally most
efficient, but has well-known limitations due to band gap inaccuracies. Higher levels of theory include hybrid-functionals and meta-GGA,
both of which can be used to achieve higher accuracy, however, at an increased computational cost [37,38]. Despite the limitations of
semilocal DFT, defect calculations have proven useful for revealing the dominating defects under different growth conditions encountered
inmany experiments, such as the III–V semiconductors [39]. While recent developments in hybrid functionals andmeta-GGA have shown
promise in addressing the inherent limitations in accuracy associated with semi-local functionals [37,38], recent evidence shows that new
improvements to the approximations for exchange and correlation in one system do not always yield universal improvements for other
systems with similar chemistries [40]. With this fact considered, semi-local approximations at least have the benefit of having predictable
errors which can be corrected with appropriate techniques [17].

While PyCDT’s unique interface with the Materials Project (MP) database, which is composed of GGA and GGA+U level data, suggests a
restriction to semi-local approaches, PyCDT hasmany functionalitieswhich help place defect formation energetics closer to those obtained
from higher levels of theory. One feature that is particularly useful is the ability for PyCDT to help expedite the setup and parsing stages
of defect calculations performed on higher levels of DFT theory (e.g. for improved chemical potentials, setting up a user’s personal phase
diagram calculation based on a composition of interest). These features are described further in the following sections.

2.2. Defect formation energies

The primary quantity of interest is the formation energy, Ef
[X], which is the energy cost to form or create an isolated defect, X , in a bulk

or host material. The formation energy of an isolated defect (i.e., in the dilute limit) depends on the defect charge state, q: Ef
[Xq
]. It can be

calculated from DFT supercells using:

Ef
[Xq
] = Etot[Xq

] − Etot[bulk] −
∑

i

niµi + qEF + Ecorr. (1)

We illustrate this equation graphically in Fig. 2 and note that each term will be described in detail in subsequent sub-sections. Etot[Xq
]

and Etot[bulk] are the total DFT-derived energies of the defective and pristine bulk supercells, respectively. The third term, −
∑

iniµi, is a
summation over the atomic chemical potentials, or the energy cost of an atom, µi, being added (ni = +1) or removed (ni = −1) from the
bulk undefective supercell. The atomic chemical potential can reflect the growth conditions of the material, allowing this formalism to be
used to guide defect engineering approaches (cf., Section 2.3). The fourth term, qEF, represents the energetic cost of adding or removing
electrons, where EF is the Fermi energy, which serves as the chemical potential of the electron reservoir. The Fermi energy is usually
referenced to the valence band maximum from a band structure calculation, such that the formation energy can be plotted as a function
of the Fermi energy across the band gap. Finally, Ecorr is a correction term due to the presence of periodic images that becomes necessary
for charged defects in DFT supercell calculations. This correction has drawn significant attention from the defects modeling community,
resulting in a number of alternative computational approaches that are discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.

2.3. Chemical potentials

The atomic chemical potential is associated with the thermodynamic energy cost for exchanging atoms between the defect and a
thermodynamic reservoir. The individual chemical potentials are set by the composition of the material (e.g., the mole fraction of As in
GaAs) which itself is determined by the defect formation energies. Hence, two approaches can be used to derive the individual chemical
potentials. One involves the use of a statistical thermodynamic formalism (canonical ensemble approach), to compute the concentration
dependent free energy of the compound and to derive the relationship between the chemical potentials and composition [41]. More
frequently, bounds on the chemical potentials are set (grand-canonical ensemble approach), in a manner first defined by Zhang and
Northrup [42], from zero-temperature energies alone. Only the grand-canonical approach is currently included in PyCDT, whereas future
versions will also support canonical approaches to chemical potential calculations. Below we demonstrate the grand-canonical approach
for the simple example of GaAs.
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Fig. 2. Different contributions to the formation energy: (a) energy of defective supercell in charge state q, (b) energy of pristine bulk supercell, (c) atomic chemical
potential computed from the ground state hull, (d) electron/hole chemical potential generated from electron reservoir, and (e) correction terms to account for defect–defect
interactions arising from periodic boundary conditions as well as for the homogeneous background charge which requires potential re-alignment. The different labeled X’s
given in 2c show stable and metastable compounds. The latter case yields a complication which will be discussed in Section 2.3.

The bulk energy (or free energy at finite temperature) per formula unit,µ0
GaAs, fixes a relation for the chemical potentials of gallium,µGa,

and arsenic,µAs, respectively:µ0
GaAs = µGa+µAs. For Ga-rich compositions, the values ofµGa are constrained by stability of the compound

relative to the precipitation of excess Ga to forma bulkGa phase. At zero temperature, this constraint can be expressed asµGa < µ0
Ga, where

µ0
Ga is the energy per atom of bulk Ga. Thus, one extremum can be selected as the ‘‘Ga-rich’’ limit, where µGa = µ0

Ga. The atomic chemical
potential of As is then fixed: µAs = µ0

GaAs − µ0
Ga. The same approach holds for As-rich compositions (above: interchange Ga and As labels

with each other). While the Ga-As system has a phase diagramwith just one unique compound, the more general case has multiple stable
compounds, which requires the limits of stability to be expressed in terms of the formation of compounds with neighboring compositions
within the phase diagram. In general, the chemical potentials in an n-component system will be defined in PyCDT by defining the limits
of stability for the different possible n-phase states of equilibria.

As an example, consider the Sn-Se system which has a 0 K ground-state hull that contains the phases Sn, SnSe, SnSe2 and Se. When
calculating defects in the SnSe phase, the ‘‘Se-rich’’ limit would instead be defined by equilibrium with the SnSe2 phase Eq. (2), combined
with the stability condition for bulk SnSe Eq. (3). This forms a system of equations for the chemical potentials of µSn and µSe.

µ0
SnSe2 > µSn + 2µSe (2)

µ0
SnSe = µSn + µSe. (3)

This formalism for calculating equilibrium bounds on the chemical potentials requires knowledge of the ground-state hull, which
governs the zero-temperature limit of the phase diagram of the system. The advantage of this formalism is that defect formation energies
can be obtained entirely from first principles calculations, rendering experimental input unnecessary. The drawback is that one must
compute the full phase diagram of the system using the same functional choice used for the defect calculations. In applications of the
PyCDT code based on the PBE-GGA exchange–correlation potential, PyCDT uses the ground-state hulls that are made available through
theMP database [29]. PyCDT has integrated functionality that queries theMP database for every computed DFT entry in the phase diagram
so that no new calculations are required to compute the bounds on the chemical potentials. Note that correct usage of the MP data for
defect calculations requires consistency between personal defect calculations and the calculations from the MP. This is easily checked
through the compatibility tools available in pymatgen [43]. If the bulk phase is thermodynamically stable and is not already computed in
the MP database, PyCDT manually inserts the computed phase into the phase diagram and then provides all of the associated bounds on
the chemical potentials. If a user prefers to compute chemical potentials on a different level of theory than is provided by the MP, the core
code of PyCDT can be used to setup and calculate atomic chemical potentials through first pulling the composition’s phase diagram, and
using the structural information to setup a personal phase diagram calculation for the user. In a similar manner, this information can be
setup for any DFT code desired by the user through the use of Pymatgen’s code agnostic classes.

For highly correlated systems such as transition metal oxides, MP settings default to GGA+U. When computing the phase diagram that
contains a mixture of GGA and GGA+U computed phases, MP employs the mixing scheme of Jain et al. [44], which adds an empirical
correction to the energies of GGA+U compounds. The mixing scheme was shown to give formation energies that are consistent with
experimental data with a mean absolute relative error of under 2%. The resulting correction term to the chemical potentials was found to
be important in several defect studies [45,46].

One complication that should be mentioned is the case where the compound under consideration does not reside on the convex hull.
That is, the compound is higher in energy than another compound with the same composition or with respect to phase separation to
compoundswith other compositions. In this instance, the calculation is predicting the compound to not be present in the equilibriumphase
diagram in the limit of zero temperature. For small energy-above-hull values, this situation could indicate that the compound is stabilized
by entropic contributions at finite temperature [47], or could be an artifact of the previously mentioned inaccuracies of DFT [48], or the
experimentally synthesized phase exists in a state of metastable equilibrium [49]. Regardless of the reason, a positive energy-above-hull
value presents a practical problem for defining the chemical potential.

In such cases, PyCDT issues a warning and the chemical potentials used are with respect to the phases in equilibrium at the given
composition in the phase diagram. In Fig. 2c, this situation is graphically represented by the data points labeled ‘‘(2)’’, where the red X
above the hull is the compound of interest and PyCDT uses the red triangle to define a set of compounds in equilibrium for defining the
atomic chemical potentials. In these instances, the computed defect physics should be interpreted with caution. The user may wish to
define the chemical-potential limits based onmore detailed knowledge of the growth conditions or compute the chemical potentials from
a full finite-temperature free energy model of the compound of interest.
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2.4. Periodic supercell corrections

Periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) are the standardway to deal with the regular arrangement of crystalline solids in DFT calculations.
Once a defect is introduced, PBCs can give rise to sizable interactions of the defect with its periodic images, contrasting the assumption
made above for the dilute-defect limit. Because this limit is consistent with the thermodynamic formalism outlined in Section 2.2,
the interactions between neighboring defect images should be minimized to yield accurate formation energies. For charged defects in
semiconductors and insulators, Coulombic interaction with neighboring images exists, which decays as 1/L, where L is the supercell
periodic length. The charge interactions are the dominant effect that need to be taken into account when correcting the formation energy
of defects in non-metals. Elastically-mediated interactions which are due to the strain fields induced when the positions of atoms near the
defects also exist, but decaymore rapidly in real space, and are oftenminimal [6]. In caseswhere these interactions are important, methods
have been developed to account for them (see [6] and references therein), which will not be addressed in the following discussion.

To account for the charge correction one approach has been to create successively larger defect supercells. Scaling laws for the
electrostatic interactions with respect to system size are then used in order to extrapolate Ef to the dilute limit [50,51]. An alternative
approach is based on an a posteriori analysis of the electrostatic potential for a single supercell calculation [31,52]. An important
requirement for the alternative approach is that the charge be sufficiently localized within the vicinity of the defect. If so, a moderately
sized defect supercell typically suffices, hence, offering a computationally more efficient route to calculating reliable defect formation
energies. The latter methodology, referred to as ‘‘correction methods’’ in the following, is employed in PyCDT.

Correction methods address two issues:

1. the electrostatic energy from the interaction between the charged defect and its images, and
2. a potential alignment term that corrects for a fictitious jellium background required to maintain overall charge neutrality in the

system.

Many different methods have been proposed to correct for these two terms, as summarized in several comprehensive reviews (see,
e.g., [6,16,17,25] and references therein).

The theoretical starting point for the correction methods considers a periodic array of point charges (cf., Fig. 2e) with an associated
Madelung energy, EM:

EM =
qVM

2
=

q2α
2ϵL

(4)

where VM is the Madelung potential, ϵ is the dielectric constant, and α is the Madelung constant which solely depends on the geometry of
the periodic array.Makov and Payne [53] introduced one of the earliest charge correctionmethodologies by deriving the next leading order
term to the interaction potential. This results in a term that scales as L−3, and, therefore, most supercell scaling approaches fit uncorrected
formation energies to the form of aL−1 + bL−3. Komsa et al. [54] used this supercell scaling method for evaluating the performance of
different correction methods that are based on single supercell calculations. They concluded that the correction by Freysoldt et al. [31]
produces the most reliable charge corrections for defects with charges that are well localized within the supercell. From all considered
defects, the authors calculated a mean absolute error of 0.09 eV in the formation energy between the estimate from the 64-atom supercell
with charge corrections and the estimate from the supercell-scaling method (i.e., using extrapolation toward the dilute-defect limit, but
without applying any charge correction).

PyCDT includes a Python implementation of the correction scheme derived by Freysoldt et al. [31] and implemented in the open-
source DFT software S/PHI/nX [55]. The approach is based on a separation of the long-range and short-range interactions between charged
defects, using information directly outputted from a DFT calculation. Originally, an isotropic dielectric constant was assumed. Recently,
Kumagai and Oba [32] extended the approach to anisotropic systems, by considering the full dielectric tensor. The analytic expression of
the Madelung potential under isotropic conditions facilitates the use of a Gaussian distribution for the defect charge, whereas the analytic
expression of Madelung potential for anisotropic systems is limited to point charges.

The authors of the two correctionmethods suggest different approaches to calculating the potential alignment correction. The isotropic
correction by Freysoldt et al. uses a planar average of the electrostatic short range potential while the anisotropic correction by Kumagai
andOba takes averages of this samepotential at each atomic site outside a given radius from the defect. Both approaches are available in the
PyCDT code, with the isotropic correction by Freysoldt et al. being the default. The planar averagingmethod can become problematic when
large relaxation occurs, as the atomic sites contribute heavily to the change in electrostatic potential. The atomic site averaging method
can become problematic if a small cell size results in a small number of atoms being sampled, causing statistical sampling errors. While,
in principle, these alignment corrections should be equivalent, tests that we conducted revealed non-negligible discrepancies. However,
the potential-alignment term often tends to be small (∼0.1 eV), and, therefore, to not change overall trends in defect formation energies.

The correction methods used for point defects in semiconductors and insulators have been an intensely debated topic in the past
decade [6]. One issue upon which there is common agreement is that large defect–defect interactions change the energetics of the system
so that the computed defect formation energies are no longer relevant for physical quantities like defect concentrations or thermodynamic
transition levels. These unwanted defect–defect interactions frequently lead to delocalization of the defect charges, the instance of which
has to be ascertained manually. Several methods that address delocalization can be found in the literature [6,17,50].

If we assume that the defect charge can indeed be localized within the level of DFT used, then best practice demands to balance
computational expediency (supercell size) with sufficient localization of the charge around a defect as indicated by the outputs of the
charge correction method chosen. In the original derivation of the isotropic correction by Freysoldt et al., the middle ‘‘plateau’’ region of
the electrostatic potential yields information about the separation of long range and short range effects. A flat plateau indicates that the
Coulomb potential has been removed from the total potential generated by DFT, and short range effects have not delocalized throughout
the entire supercell. As a result, Freysoldt et al. [31] suggested that the flatness of the resultant ‘‘plateau’’ yields a qualitative metric for the
success of the calculation. When running the isotropic correction by Freysoldt et al. in PyCDT, the planar averaged electrostatic potential
is analyzed for variations larger than 0.2 eV—a number that stems from experience, and can be altered in the code if the user prefers to. If
this criterion is not met, the code raises a warning. In such a case, the user should consider the possibility of delocalization.
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For users who desire additional corrections related to improving corrections with semilocal functional approaches, the development
branch of PyCDT also includes the ability to include band edge level alignment with respect to the average electrostatic potential, shallow
level corrections based on the values for band edge alignment, and Moss–Burstein band filling corrections [17]. Parts of these corrections
require some subjective judgment calls to be made by the user, so they are not included in the automation procedure by default.

2.5. Charge ranges

Charge ranges, [qmin, qmax], have to be estimated beforehand for a given defect X , and for this purpose ionic models typically form the
basis of such predictions [56]. Known oxidation states of the element(s) involved in X can then be used to define the charge states to be
considered. However, common ionic models do not always predict the most stable defect. Tahini et al. have, in this context, shown that
combining gallium or aluminum with group-V elements can yield negatively charged anion vacancies, whereas an ionic model predicts a
+3 charge state [39]. In PyCDT, we implemented different procedures to determine the range of defect charges for semiconductors and
insulators. Users can choose between either of these two options and a custom range of defect charges for each defect, as described in
Section 3.1.

To address the issue of uncommon charge states found in semiconductors, we developed a data-driven approach that combines
elemental oxidation states with results from literature for determining the optimal charge assignment process. We compiled a list of
stable charge states (Table A.2) from previous studies for various defects in zinc blende and diamond-like semiconductor structures
[24,39,56–62]. Procedures adhering more or less strictly to ionic models resulted in too few charge states when compared with the
literature. The most effective approach that we found employs a bond-valence estimation scheme [43,63] to obtain formal charges of
elements in the bulk structure, as well asminima andmaxima of common oxidation states of bulk and defect elements. The formal charges
and common oxidation-state ranges are subsequently used in a defect type-dependent assignment procedure:

1. Vacancies: Use the formal charge of the species originally located on the vacant site, oxi, to define the charge range: [−oxi,+oxi].
For GaAs, this procedure results in defect charges ranging from−3 to 3 for both VGa and VAs.

2. Anti-sites: Use the minimum and the maximum from combining all oxidation states of all elements in the bulk structure, oxisbulk, to
define the relevant charge range: [min(oxisbulk),max(oxisbulk)]. Data mining determined that the upper range limit can, in fact, be
decreased by 2: [min(oxisbulk),max(oxisbulk)− 2]. With this procedure, the antisites in GaAs are assigned charge values from−3 to
+3.

3. Substitutions: Determine the oxidation states of the foreign (or, extrinsic) species, oxisex. Then subtract the formal charge of the site
species to be replaced from this list. Use theminimum andmaximumof this set to produce [min(oxissub),max(oxissub)]. Datamining
determined that, if the new range has more than 3 charge states and has an upper bound larger than 2, one can cap the range by
3 to prevent excessively high charge states. For example, when GaAs is doped with Si, SiGa generates charges in the range of [-7,1],
and SiAs generates charges in the range of [-1,4].

4. Interstitials: Use the minimum and maximum of all oxidation states of the interstitial species: [min(oxisint),max(oxisint)]. If 0 is not
included, data mining suggests that we extend the range to 0 accordingly. For As interstitials in GaAs, the resulting defect charges
are in the range [-3, 5].

The algorithm successfully includes all charge states from our benchmark list in Table A.2 by yielding, on an average, 6.4 states per
defect. The average number of excess charge states produced per defect, in comparison to the literature, is 1.1 and 1.9 at the lower (more
negative) and at the upper (more positive) charge bound, respectively. This is desirable because including more charge states on either
side ensures no extra states become stabilized when varying the Fermi level within the band gap. Hence, the effective relative excess in
charge states is 20% and, thus, acceptable.

For insulators, the number of defect charge states is typically less than for the above discussed semiconductors. For example, the charge
states in MgO range from −2 to 0 and 0 to +2 for cation and anion vacancies, respectively [64]. Any other charge state is not considered
because of the high ionization energy required to form Mg3+ and the high electron affinity of O2- to form O3-. Hence, the oxidation states
of cations and anions are limited to [0, y] and [−x, 0] for a binary AxBy insulator, where A is a cation and B is an anion.

2.6. Interstitials

PyCDT uses an effective and easily extendable approach for interstitial site finding (Interstitial Finding Tool: InFiT) that has been
recently introduced by Zimmermann et al. [33]. The procedure systematically searches for tentative interstitial sites by employing
coordination pattern-recognition capabilities [65,66] implemented in pymatgen [43]. In Algorithm 1, we provide a simplified pseudo-
code representation of the approach. The detected interstitial sites exhibit coordination patterns that resemble basic structural motifs
(e.g., tetrahedral and octahedral environments). Such interstitial sites are particularly important because several [67–76] β− emission
channeling measurements [77,78] have identified them as the most prevalent types of isolated defects after substitutions for impurities
implanted into similar materials as we consider here (zinc blende/wurtzite-like and diamond-like structures). Bond-center interstitials in
a so-called split-vacancy configuration are also observed frequently. However, these are defect complexes – not isolated defects – and,
thus, beyond the scope of the present PyCDT implementation. The interstitial search approach should also be suitable for intercalation
and ion diffusion applications because related design rules typically rely on detection of tetrahedral, octahedral, bcc-, and fcc-like
environments [79,80].

2.7. Default DFT calculation details

PyCDT includes mechanisms to input user-defined settings for all DFT calculations. If no user settings are specified, then the following
initial settings are specified for the calculation. The ions in the defective supercells are geometrically relaxed at constant volume until
the force on each ion is less than 0.01 eV/Å. At each geometric step, the energy of the supercell is converged to 10−6 eV. By default,
spin polarization is turned on, and crystal symmetry is ignored to account for any symmetry breaking relaxations such as Jahn–Teller
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Algorithm 1 Interstitial Site Searching
1: GetNeighbors(struct, inter_trial_site, dmin, delta) ▷ Get a list of neighbors of site inter_trial_site in struct that are within a sphere of

(1+ delta) dmin.
2: GetCoordinationDescriptor(point, neighs, coord_type) ▷ Calculate the value of the descriptor for the target coordination environment

coord_type of an atom at point with neighbors neighs.
3:
4: procedure GetCoordinationPatternInterstitials(struct , inter_elem, all_coord_types= [tet, oct], thresh = [0.3, 0.5], dl = 0.2,

dstart = 0.1, ddelta = 0.1, dend = 0.7)
5: Let inter_sites be a new empty list
6: Let coord_descr be a new empty list
7: for point on a regularly mashed grid in struct with resolution dl do
8: Let dmin be the distance from point to the closest crystal atom
9: if dmin > 1 Å then

10: Let inter_trial_site be a new Site object of type inter_elem located at point
11: Let struct_plus_inter be a new Structure object← struct appended by inter_trial_site
12: for delta starting from dstart in ddelta steps to dend do
13: Let neighs be a new list← GetNeighbors(struct_plus_inter, inter_trial_site, dmin, delta)
14: for coord_type having index icoord in all_coord_types do
15: Let this_coord_descr be a float number← GetCoordinationDescriptor(point, neighs, coord_type)
16: if this_coord_descr > thresh[icoord] then
17: Add entry to inter_sites list← inter_trial_site
18: Add entry to coord_descr list← this_coord_descr
19: break
20: Let labels be a list of coord_type-specific cluster labels for each entry in inter_sites which are found with a distance threshold of

1.01 dl.
21: Let include be a new empty list.
22: for unique_label in labels do
23: Find site with index imax in inter_sites that has highest coord_descr among site with this unique_label.
24: Add entry to include← imax
25: final_inter_sites← Prune the inter_sites in include further to include symmetrically distinct sites only
26: return final_inter_sites

Fig. 3. Steps in the computation of charged-defect formation energies with PyCDT.

distortions. Electronic states are populated using a Gaussian smearingmethod [81] with a width of 0.05 eV.While no geometric relaxation
is performed for the non-defective bulk supercell, a calculation that is necessary for the charge correction, the electronic degrees of freedom
are optimized with the same settings applied to the defect-supercell calculations. A 2 ×2 ×2 Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh is used for
the defect calculations. For any other parameters, we adopt the standard MP settings [43]. Finally, we emphasize that PyCDT also includes
mechanisms to input user-defined settings for DFT calculations which can be used for extending calculations beyond the exchange and
correlation approximation of GGA. The practical implementation of user-defined settings is described at length in the Supplementary
Information (SI).

3. PyCDT usage and examples

PyCDT was developed in a way that reflects different analysis stages (Fig. 3): setup of DFT calculations, parsing of finished jobs,
computation of a correction term, and plotting of formation energies. This allows reuse and integration of parts of the code in other
packages. Our package has a dependency on pymatgen [43], matplotlib [82] and numpy [83], and it was developed and tested for Linux
and Mac OS X. However, we also expect it to work on Windows (with cygwin).

It is possible to designate three levels of involvement which an end user may desire from the PyCDT code. Ranked in increasing order
of involvement required these are: (Level 1) standard command-line user interface calls, (Level 2) isolated python scripts mimicking
command-line calls but for more personalized user involvement, and (Level 3) user customized workflows for performing personalized
high-throughput defect calculations. In the subsections that follow, we illustrate these three levels of user involvement in the example
of zinc-blende GaAs with VASP [34,35] as the backend DFT code. In order to be involved at (Level 2) and (Level 3) it is necessary to first
understand themanner in which the PyCDT command line tool makes use of the PyCDT core functionality. Accordingly, in Sections 3.1–3.4
we describe how the command line approach to PyCDT (Level 1) can be used for each step of the general charged-defect calculation
workflow outlined in Fig. 3.
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Table 1
Default defects set up for GaAs with PyCDT.

Defect type Folder name

VacGa GaAs/vac_1_Ga
VacAs GaAs/vac_2_As
GaAs GaAs/as_1_Ga_on_As
AsGa GaAs/as_2_As_on_Ga

For users interested in further customized applications of PyCDT (Levels 2 and 3), the Supplementary Information (SI) includes a
description of the code’s structure and themanner inwhich the command line codemakes use of the core functionality of PyCDT. This helps
to reiterate that the core classes within PyCDT are entirely general and can be used for any desired applications that involves setting up,
computing charge corrections for, and/or parsing defect calculations. As a brief example of user customization beyond the command line
tool, the SI also demonstrates customizable approaches to (a) initializing and parsing a personalized phase diagram for chemical potentials
and (b) screening over non-intuitive charge states of defects in a computationally efficient manner. As a demonstration of the brute power
of these tools, Section 3.5 displays a test set of high-throughput computation of defects (Level 3) by performing intrinsic defect calculations
on 15 additional zinc blende systems beyond GaAs and 5 oxide systems.

3.1. Setup of DFT defect calculations

The starting point for setting up charged defect calculations is the crystal structure. The user can provide the bulk structure in one of
two ways:

(1) by the name of a structure file of conventional format (e.g., cif, cssr), or code specific formats such as POSCAR that are recognized
by pymatgen, or

(2) via a Materials Project identifier (MPID).

Crystal structures fromMP [29] are obtained through theMaterials Application Programming Interface (MAPI) [43]. In theMP database,
each structure is assigned a unique identifier. These MPIDs have the formatmp-XXX in whichmp- is prefixed to a positive integer XXX. In
the following, we use GaAs (mp-2534), which has the zinc-blende structure, as an example for performing all different stages of charged
defect-property calculations with PyCDT.

We first generate the defect supercells and the bulk supercell using pymatgen’s defect structure generator and the defect structure
classes in the core of PyCDT. The two steps for generating the input files are combined into a single command:

▷ pycdt generate input ( --structure file ⟨structure file⟩ | --mpid ⟨mpid⟩ )
[ --mapi key ⟨mapi key⟩ ]
[ --nmax ⟨max no atoms in supercell⟩ ]

With –nmax, the user defines the maximal number of atoms in the defect supercell. If the parameter is not given, a default value of 128
is used, which was shown to result in well converged defect formation energies after finite size corrections were included in systems with
dielectric constants greater than 5.0 [24,54]. The mapi_key is required if querying the MP database, and is found on the Dashboard after
logging into the MP website.

The input file-generation command creates a folder, representing the reduced chemical formula of the crystal structure (e.g., GaAs). It
contains several subfolders, whose names are indicative of the calculations to be performed:

• bulk: calculation of pristine crystal structure,
• dielectric: calculation of macroscopic static dielectric tensor (ion clamped high frequency, ϵ∞, plus the ionic contribution, ϵion) from

DFT perturbation theory, (used by the charged defect correction)
• deftype_n_info: calculation of the nth symmetrically distinct defect of type deftype (vacancies: vac; antisites: as; substitutions: sub;

interstitials: inter) with properties info.

By default, the above command generates vacancy and antisite defects only. Hence, there are four defect folders for GaAs, which have
two sublattices, corresponding to one antisite and one vacancy defect on each sublattice. Table 1 summarizes the default defect types and
resulting folder names for GaAs.

Substitutional and interstitial defects have to be invoked explicitly with the keyword –sub host_species substitution_species. Multiple
substitutional defects can be generated by repeating the –sub keyword with the desired host species and the corresponding substituting
species. The substitution folders are labeled in the same manner as the antisites, only changing as to sub.

The setup of coordination-pattern resembling interstitials is invoked by the –include_interstitials command-line option. PyCDTproduces
intrinsic interstitials as per default only. Extrinsic interstitials can be achieved by providing a list of elements as positional arguments
(e.g., –include_interstitials Mn). To obtain both intrinsic and extrinsic interstitials the intrinsic elements have to be explicitly mentioned
(e.g., –include_interstitials Ga As Mn). As for the other defect types, PyCDT enumerates the interstitial calculation folders according to
symmetrically distinct sites found. The info part of the interstitial folder names indicates (1) the type of the atom located on an interstitial
site having a certain (2) coordination pattern and (3) chemical environment. For example, inter_1_As_oct_Ga6 shows that we are dealing
with an As interstitial that is octahedrally coordinated by six Ga atoms.

For each defect type in semiconductors, multiple charge states are considered according to the algorithm outlined in Section 2.5.
For insulators a conservative charge assignment is used as described in Section 2.5. By default, the input structure is considered a
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semiconductor. To specify the input structure is of insulator type, the option –type insulator can be used. The user can also modify the
charge assignments for each defect by specifying either of the two flags, –oxi_state or –oxi_range. Alternatively, the option –type manual
allows for the user to specify every charge state that is desired. The DFT input files associated with each of these charge states, q, are
deposited into subfolders named charge_q. For example, seven charge states are generated for the gallium vacancy in GaAs.

Apart from the structure file, PyCDT automatically generates all other input files according to the settings used for the MP. The
input settings can also be easily modified by supplying the parameters in a yaml or json file and using the keyword –input_settings_file
⟨settings_file.yaml⟩. For instance, the file user_settings.yaml that we provide in the examples folder changes the default functional from PBE
to PBEsol and increases the energy cutoff to 620 eV. The structure of this file is described in further detail in the supplementary information.
When such changes are made, the user has to keep inmind that the atomic chemical potentials obtained from theMP database in the final
parsing step have to be replaced by user computed ones with the corresponding changes included during chemical potential calculations
— a process which can be sped up substantially with PyCDT’s phase diagram set up and parsing feature. Any DFT settings that are specific
to either the bulk, or the dielectric, or the defect calculations can be thus realized, too, as demonstrated in the example file. The input
settings whether chosen by default or by the user are expected to be tested for appropriate convergence criteria. In addition to the input
files for DFT calculations, PyCDT saves a transformation.json in each calculation folder, except for dielectric, to facilitate post-processing.

3.2. Parsing finished calculations

The DFT calculations can be run either manually, with bash scripts, or with high throughput frameworks [84]. Once all the calculations
have successfully completed, the generated output files are parsed to obtain all the data needed to compute defect formation energies, Ef.
This part of PyCDT is executed by reading the transformation.json file that was output from the previous file generation step. To initiate
parsing from the command line interface, the user issues:

▷pycdt parse output [ --directory ⟨directory⟩ ]
[ --mpid ⟨mpid⟩ ]
[ --mapi key ⟨mapi key⟩ ]

Here, directory is the root folder of the calculations. If executed within the folder of the calculations the option can be omitted. Once
the parsing is completed, PyCDT stores all the data required for next steps in a file called ‘‘defect_data.json’’. If any of the calculations were
not successfully converged according to the code output files, PyCDT raises a warning, but continues parsing the rest of the calculations.
The output file ‘‘defect_data.json’’ contains the parsed energies of the defect and bulk supercells as well as other information required in
the next steps to calculate finite size charge corrections and defect formation energies. Some of the additional data such as the dielectric
constant is obtained by parsing the output from the dielectric calculation. The band gap and atomic chemical potentials generated in this
step are obtained from computed entries in the MP database. Note that these band gaps are only accurate at the level of GGA, which
often underestimates the gap by about 50%. The output file ‘‘defect_data.json’’ is highly readable and users can edit the file to supplant
parameters either parsed from the DFT calculations or obtained from the MP database. If the user prefers to have formation energies
and transition levels closer to a higher level of theory (which can provide better band gaps than the GGA approximation), the band edge
alignment procedures suggested in Section 2.4 can be used. Furthermore note that some structures in the MP database do not have fully
computed band structures, which results in poorly converged band-gap characteristics.

3.3. Computation of correction term

Correcting the errors due to long-range Coulomb interactions in finite-size supercells results in improved defect formation energies. A
feature of PyCDT is the possibility to compute such corrections with minimal work from the end user. The following command-line call
computes individual correction values for all charged defects found in the present directory:

▷pycdt compute corrections [ --correction method ⟨correction method⟩ ]
[ --epsilon ⟨epsilon tensor⟩ ]
[ --input file name ⟨defect data file⟩ ]
[ --plot results ]

Here, correction method keywords can be either freysoldt for the correction due to Freysoldt et al. [31,52] or kumagai for the approach
extended to anisotropic systems by Kumagai and Oba [32]. As shown in Section 4.1, these codes have been rigorously tested against the
results from the codes of the original authors. The command line interface requires the defect data file generated in the previous step,
defect_data.json, for computing the corrections. This flag can be omitted if the file name is unchanged. The calculated corrections for each
defect charge state are stored in a file called corrections.json. By rerunning the command with different correction keywords, one can
quickly obtain the corrections computed with different frameworks. Shown in Fig. 4 are the resulting potential alignment plots for each
correction type on the Ga−2As defect in GaAs.

The sampling regions for obtaining the potential alignment correction defaults to 1 Å in the middle region of the planar average plots
recommended by Freysoldt et al. [52], and to the region outside of theWigner–Seitz radius for atomic site averagingmethod, following the
approach described in Ref. [32]. The width of these default sampling regions can be changed bymodifying the instantiation of the relevant
PyCDT correction classes.
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Fig. 4. Two different methods for computing the potential alignment correction on GaAs calculation. At left is isotropic correction, developed by Freysoldt et al., using the
planar average method [31,52], and at right is anisotropic correction by Kumagai and Oba, using the atomic site averaging method [32].

3.4. Formation energy plots and transition levels

Once the defect energetics and the correction values are obtained and specified in the defect_data.json and corrections.json files, the
transition levels and formation energies of each defect across the band gap can be determined by:

▷pycdt compute formation energies [ --input file name ⟨defectsdata json file⟩ ]
[ --corrections file name ⟨corrections json file⟩ ]
[ --bandgap ⟨band gap⟩ ]
[ --plot results ]

By default, PyCDT uses the band gap stored in the MP database, which is computed with GGA-PBE and, hence, under-predicted when
compared to the experimental band gap. As mentioned several times in this work, this approximation can be improved upon with the
optional corrections included, such as the band edge realignment feature of PyCDT. A simpler approximation to improving the defect
formation energies is to plot the defect formation energies across the experimental gap the user can specify the experimental band gap.
This can be done from the command line with the keyword –bandgap ⟨band gap⟩. This has the effect of extending the gap by shifting the
conduction band minimum, but keeping the position of the valence band maximum and the defect levels fixed, and it is often called the
‘‘extended gap’’ scheme.Wenote that the extended gap option is strictly for plotting purposes and, thus, does not alter the defect formation
energies nor the transition levels. If the names of the files obtained in the previous two steps are not changed, the corresponding options
can be omitted. If the corrections.json file is not found and an alternative corrections file is not specified, PyCDT assumes that electrostatic
corrections are not desired and computes the defect formation energies without any corrections. As detailed in Section 2.3, the defect
formation energies are influenced by the chemical environment, and their range is determined by the phase stability of the various
compounds formed by the constituent host and defect elements. Hence, two plots are generated corresponding to the chemical availability
of the constituent host elements in the compound. The files ‘‘Ga_rich_formation_energy.eps’’ and ‘‘As_rich_formation_energy.eps’’ are
shown in Fig. 5. These results are verified to be consistent with literature results in Section 4.2.

3.5. Example usage for high-throughput point defect calculations

To demonstrate the capabilities of PyCDT in a high-throughput environment, we have computed the defect formation energetics of 15
additional zinc blende systems and 5 oxide systems. The results for these calculations are shown in Fig. 6.

The calculations were performed using the core functionality of PyCDT which has been outlined in Sections 3.1–3.4 and described at
length in the SI. For running the DFT calculations, the Fireworks software [84] was used to set up atomic workflow tasks from a structure
which had random local symmetry breaking performed (a task which is trivially performedwith the Pymatgen software [43]). To expedite
the handling of many common DFT failures encountered (e.g. problems with electronic self-consistency etc.), the Custodian software [43]
was implemented to correct for standard job failures. The core DefectsAnalyzer class, described further in the SI, was then implemented
in a manner similar to the charge screening procedure defined in the SI, to ensure additional charge states were not stabilized within the
gap. Parsing and accumulating all relevant quantities for formation energetic analysis into a database was simple to implement with the
use of the DefectsAnalyzer class.

Out of a total 376 calculations that were run for this analysis, 56 jobs failed to finish on the first run — either due to walltime errors or
additional electronic convergence issues. Fireworks databasemanagement coupledwith PyCDT core analysis of the additional charge states
allowed for quick identification of jobs with errors that required follow up calculations. This approach allowed for fast re-submissions
which took on the order of minutes, rather than multiple hours/full days of analysis of failed defect jobs. This demonstrates the massive
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Fig. 5. Defect formation-energy plots from PyCDT for GaAs. The left panel is obtained in the As-rich growth regime, whereas the right panel is obtained under Ga-rich
conditions. Interstitial defects are colored according to their site within the lattice, with dashed lines given to As interstitials and dash–dot lines given to Ga interstitials. The
thick vertical dashed black line indicates the GGA-PBE band gap of GaAs [29].

Fig. 6. Defect formation energy plots for 15 zinc blende systems and 5 oxide systems. The spacegroups and materials project identification numbers for each of these
structures are included in a Table in the SI. Solid red lines indicate cation vacancies, while dashed red lines are cation antisites (Anion_on_Cation site defects). Solid blue
lines are anion vacancies, while dashed blues lines are anion antisites (Cation_on_Anion site defects). For the four ternary oxide systems, green lines are also used to indicate
defects on the secondary cation site. Legends are included as insets for ternary systems. The cation-rich growth condition dictates all of the atomic chemical potentials as
described in Section 2.3. Due to zero gap predictions at the GGA level of DFT, the experimental gap was used for GaSb.
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scalability of calculations which PyCDT can provide for a researcher who desires to intelligently implement defect calculations in a high-
throughput environment.

4. Validation and verification

4.1. Validation

To validate PyCDT’s implementation of each correctionmethod, we ran the correctionmethods on the defects generated and computed
for the 15 zinc blende structures (binary and elemental), comparing the charge corrections generated by PyCDTwith the open-source code
developed by Freysoldt et al., sxdefectalign, as well as with the command line code developed by Kumagai and Oba. Over a total of 224
(non-zero charge) defects calculated, the root mean square difference between PyCDT and the original author’s codes were 16.5 meV and
19.4 meV for the correction by Freysoldt et al. and the correction by Kumagai and Oba, respectively. The differences in the corrections are
almost entirely attributed to the resolution in the calculation of the potential correction.

4.2. Verification

To verify the results predicted from the example GaAs test set, we compared the defect formation energies in GaAs obtained from
PyCDT with the data reported in literature. We note that all of the transition levels for the VacGa and AsGa defects are within the range
of transition levels that we found for semi-local functional approximations in the literature. An exception is the AsGa(-1/-2) transition,
which appears very far into the GGA-PBE conduction band. This outlier is off by 0.273 eV relative to the reported results by Chroneos
et al. [58]. For all transition levels that we predicted, we find a root mean square deviation of 0.218 eV from the window of values found
in the literature [39,58,85–90]. This is a modest variation that reflects the difficulty in predicting defect levels consistently—even within
the same level of theory.

In a similar manner, we use Refs. [39] and [58] to verify 63 additional transition levels in 5 systems within the high-throughput test
set of Section 3.5 (AlP, AlAs, AlSb, GaP, GaSb). We find a root mean square absolute error of 0.29 eV from the transition levels reported
in these two references, with a maximum error of 0.89 eV for the Aluminum vacancy (-2/-3) transition level in AlP. Again, this deviation
is consistent with the variation of predicted transition levels from DFT and suggests a need for standardizing approaches to computing
defect formation energetics.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced PyCDT, a Python toolkit which facilitates the setup and post-processing of point defect calculations of semicon-
ductor and insulator materials with widely available DFT suites. This open source code allows for coupling automated defect calculations
to themassive amount of data generated by theMaterials Project database. Apart from the underlying theory, approaches, and algorithms,
this paper presents a detailed guide for how to use PyCDT at every step of the computation of charged defect properties employing the
well-studied example of GaAs. While the example results were obtained from VASP [34,35] calculations, we carefully developed PyCDT
in an abstracted form that adopts the advantageous code agnosticism of pymatgen [43]. This makes the provided tools attractive to any
user interested in running defect calculations, regardless of DFT code preference. However, we emphasize that, despite its convenience
and our effort to construct sensible defaults, the computation of defect properties with PyCDT still requires user expertise for choosing
appropriate settings in certain circumstances and for interpreting the results meaningfully in general (i.e., we discourage purely ‘‘black
box’’ usage).

The PyCDT version presented here is 1.0.0. Future updates will, amongst others, include adaptations related to improved charge
delocalization analysis, further defect corrections for issues like artificial band dispersion, as well as the possibility of generating defect
complexes. On the application side, PyCDT could also be extended to compute configuration coordinate diagrams, so as to evaluate optical
and luminescence transitions associated with the point defects in materials targeting optical applications.

We hope that our openly available tools will help to standardize computational research in the realm of charged defects. In particular,
we hope that reproducibility issues commonly encountered in DFT calculations [91] can be more effectively identified and tackled.
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Appendix A. Charge states from literature

See Table A.2.
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Table A.2
Charge states from literature; brackets refer to hybrid functional rather than (semi-)local functional results.

Structure Defect Charge states Ref.
from to

C VC +2 −2 [57]
NC +1 −1

AlP VAl 0 −3 [39]
VP +1 −2
AlP +1 −2 [58]
PAl +2 −2

AlAs VAl 0 −3 [39]
VAs +1 −2
AlAs +1 −2 [58]
AsAl +1 −1

AlSb VAl 0 −3 [39]
VSb +1 −3
AlSb 0 −2 [58]
SbAl +1 −1

Si VSi +2 −2 [59]
ZnS VS +2 0 [60]

VZn 0 (+1) −2 [60] ([56])
SZn 0 −2 [60]
ZnS +2 0
Zni +2 0
Si 0 −2

ZnSe VSe +2 −2 [61]
VZn +2 −2
ClSe +2 −1
FSe +1 −2
FZn −2 −2

ZnTe VZn 0 (+1) −2 [56]
GaN VGa 0 (+1) −3 [62] ([56])

VN +1 +1 [62]
GaN +1 −2
NGa +2 −1
Ni +3 −1
Gai +3 +1
CN 0 (+1) −1 [56]

GaP VGa 0 −3 [39]
VP +1 −3
GaP 0 −2 [58]
PGa +2 −2

GaAs VGa −1 −3 [39]
VAs +1 −3
GaAs 0 −3 [58]
AsGa +1 −2

GaSb VGa 0 −3 [39]
VSb 0 −3
GaSb 0 −2 [58]
SbGa +1 −1

CdS VS +2 0 [24]
VCd 0 −2
CdS +2 +2
SCd +4 −2
Cdi +2 +2
Si +4 −2
MnCd +1 0
FeCd +2 0
CoCd +1 0
NiCd +1 0
Mni +3 +2
Fei +3 +2
Coi +3 +2
Nii +2 +1

InP VIn 0 −3 [39]
VP +1 −1
InP +1 −2 [58]
PIn +2 −1

InAs VIn 0 −2 [39]
VAs +1 0
InAs 0 −1 [58]
AsIn +1 0

InSb VIn −1 −2 [39]
VSb +1 0
InSb 0 −1 [58]
SbIn +1 0
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Appendix B. List of acronyms

See list of acronyms below.

Acronym Full form

DFT Electronic density functional theory
GGA Generalized gradient approximation
LDA Local-density approximation
MAPI Materials Application Programming Interface
MP The Materials Project
MPID Materials Project identifier
PBC Periodic boundary conditions
PBE Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
PyCDT Python Charged Defect Toolkit
Pymatgen Python Materials Genomics
VASP Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package

Appendix C. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2018.01.004.
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